


This state-of-the-art portable communications station has been 
specially designed for use in balloons, but will fulfill its function 
where a VHF airband Radio and/or a Transponder is needed.

The station has a modular design so that it can adapt to the 
needs of every customer. Each functional module can be 
installed at the time of ordering or later in our facilities.

The base of the portable station is an aluminum case reinforced, 
designed to withstand a hard life. The top flap protects 
equipment and their controls, preventing them from damage in 
an unexpected turn. Inside we have a high capacity lithium 
battery with specific charger and protection & control circuit for a
long, safe and reliable operation.

A cigarette connector with 14V output, a LED colour voltmeter, 
the external power input and the On/Off/Charge switch complete
the box that can be configured with the following parts:

VHF Radio

We install the TQ 
Avionics KRT2-S. This
newly developed 
radio is small, very 
lightweight (only 
360g!) and energy 
saving is a key 
feature. The result of 
the high degree of 
digitalisation of the 
KRT2 is not only high 

frequency stability and channel separation, but also crystal-clear
communication. In addition to its high-end design, the KRT2 
impresses with many characteristics (as the TFT colour display) 
which raise radio communication to a high level and open the 
way to functional extensions in the future.
For the radio operator it fulfill all the needs you can imagine in a 
airband radio (6W output power, dual-watch, dual channel 
spacing, memories, etc). 

Supplied with the radio you will find an external mic/speaker and
a rubber antenna.

Transponder

We install the TQ Avionics 
KTX2-S. This newly 
developed Mode-S 
Transponder incorporates 
the latest technology. The 
result is a highly efficient 
airborne equipment, 
offering lowest possible 
power consumption, 
smallest dimensions and 

lowest weight. In addition the KTX2 offers a very high safety 
degree due to provision of precise position and ID-data for the 
air traffic control and other air traffic participants. As a result, 
the KTX2 is a reliable device to prevent collisions and makes this
transponder the premium option for battery powered operations.

Supplied with the transponder you will find a rubber antenna and
a 3m coaxial extension cord to hang the antena out of the 
basket.

   Carry Bag
The ART-27C balloon portable 
station contain expensive devices 
in a portable environment. This 
tailored cordura carry bag allow 
you to protect equipments from 
shocks and scratches, and at the 
same time keep the internal 
temperature to allow maximum 
performance of the battery in cold
environment. The front side 
pocket is perfect to keep the 

antennas, microphone and charging cable in a safe place, as well 
as required documentation. Top side is rigid to protect screens, 
buttons and rotary knobs.

Included accessories

● All configurations: Battery, charger, charger AC cord, 
external power input connector, carry bag.

● With VHF radio: VHF rubber antenna, mic/speaker.

● With Transponder: Transponder rubber antenna, coaxial 
extension cord. 

Specifications

● Manufacturer: Aeroplans Blaus

● Model: ART-27C

● Weight (Maximum configuration): 3,3Kg

● Dimensions: 217x80x265mm

● Charging time: < 7h

● Mains Input: 100 to 240V AC, 50-60Hz

● Output cigarette plug : 14V, 2A max

● Battery: Li-Io, 135Wh with BMC

● Operating temperature: -15 to +55 ºC

Ref. Configuration Price *

61318 ART-27C  / Radio 1,860 €

61316 ART-27C  / Transponder 2.498 €

61319 ART-27C  / Radio + Transponder 3.795 €

       * Prices shown are tax excluded and can be changed without notice

For questions, ordering and tech support you can contact us here:

Supplies for general and sport aviation. 
Since 1995

Blue Planes, S.L.
Casa de Dalt s/n
08440 – Cardedeu
Spain

shop@aeroplans-blaus.com
www.aeroplans-blaus.com
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